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It's the kind of house widowed real estate agent Genevieve Gale once dreamed about
for herself. Instead she handpicked it for the Roarks, a married couple. But by the time
handsome millionaire Marshall Roark moved in, he was a widower. And when he
sought comfort in Genevieve's arms, she offered him everything she had, expecting
nothing in return. Even after discovering she was expecting his child. Marshall
immediately proposed marriage—out of obligation, she was sure. And though she didn't
want him to "have to" marry her, she did long to say yes. To the man she now loved.
And to turn the house she'd coveted into the home she longed for.
Self-proclaimed nobody CG Silverman sees her move to an upscale new school as her
chance to be somebody different. Her devil-may-care attitude attracts the in-clique, and
before CG realizes it, a routine game of truth or dare launches her to iconic status.
While this rebel image helps secure CG’s newfound popularity, it also propels her
through a maze of unprecedented chaos, with each new lie and every dare opening
doors that, in most cases, were better off left shut. CG is on a collision course with
disaster. Will she be able to keep up the façade? Or will the whole world find out she’s
a fraud?
Voted most likely to marry… Will they finally have the chance? Dr. Dexter Chamblisse
always has a plan. He just hadn’t planned on an ER reunion with his high school
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sweetheart, Maura! She may work in his hospital, but Dex has tried to keep his
distance. He can’t bear to be reminded of the tragic accident that tore them apart. But
it’s getting harder to ignore the sparks still flying between them… Could this be their
second-chance Christmas? From Harlequin Medical: Life and love in the world of
modern medicine.
"Chemistry so electric it flies off the page."—RT Book Reviews 4 stars for Caught Up in a
Cowboy What will this cowboy risk for love? Colt James is back home on the family
ranch, and he's done taking risks. A car accident ruined his shot at a professional
hockey career and messed up his love life, and he's not taking a chance on anything
that seems too good to be true. Especially not on Chloe Bishop, his nephew's
irresistibly charming teacher and the one woman he can't stop thinking about. Chloe
Bishop liked her life the way it was—orderly, structured and safe. Life goes from
managed to messy when Colt talks her into helping him coach a hockey team of rowdy
eight-year-olds. Being this close to the cowboy she's crushing on is dangerous territory.
But when a real enemy threatens Chloe, Colt will do anything to protect her. Even if it
means risking himself—and his heart. Cowboys of Creedence series: Caught Up in a
Cowboy (Book 1) You Had Me at Cowboy (Book 2) It Started With a Cowboy (Book 3)
Praise for Caught Up in a Cowboy: "Funny, complicated, and irresistible. Sometimes a
cowboy isn't perfect but you got to love him anyway." —JODI THOMAS, New York
Times bestselling author "Full of exquisite heat and passion...an enthralling
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combination of intense moments, playful banter and great depth of emotion."—Harlequin
Junkie "An appealing story of love rediscovered...enjoy this tender tale."—Publishers
Weekly
Heiress Nabs Polo Star A Page Six Exclusive Report Stunning world-class equestrian
Diana Drake's stayed out of the family business for decades. But now Diana has the
inside track on a coveted diamond…not to mention a polo-playing partner in crime in
Franco Andrade. And after mere weeks, the city's most eligible bachelor is engaged to
the jewelry heiress! Still, this whirlwind romance may not be as glittering as the jewels
in Drake's. After all, we hear that Franco's first love has always been the polo team that
unceremoniously sacked him. And Diana's still recovering from the loss of the sport
she's always cherished. Can the handsome Argentine help his new fiancée capture the
diamond of the century…and in the process repair her shattered heart?
S.H.I.P.S. (Successful and Healthy Interactions through Prayer and Supplication) How
many times have you heard women complaining about their crazy friendships and
relationships with other women? Well, I know I am definitely one of the women who
complain about my friendships and relationships with other women. I have to admit that
my interactions with other women have not been the best, but not all of them were bad.
The reason for the book S.H.I.P.S. (Successful and Healthy Interactions through Prayer
and Supplication) is to help other women build healthy relationships and friendships
with other women. This book talks about many different types of women I have
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encountered in my life. I talk about many types, from the selfish all the way to the
comforting. This book includes short stories and ends with Bible scriptures you can
reference when dealing with certain types of women—or even reference for yourself— in
the word of God. The purpose of this book is for women to become the Christian
women that God called them to be. Join me in my S.H.I.P.S. movement.
Britain: a few years from now... A new populist political party has won the recent
general election. Duncan Jones, freelance political journalist and blogger, loses his
weekly column at a national newspaper and turns to investigative reporting. The chance
remark of a friend leads him to suspect that the Russians are directing the new British
government’s policies and decisions. As he visits Moscow and Ukraine to discover
more, scandal follows intrigue, dark forces attempt to silence him by whatever means
possible and he turns to an unlikely ally for help. A Friend in Deed is a fast-paced
political thriller set in an all-too-believable near future. It is a timely reminder of how the
power of the internet can be harnessed to undermine the political and personal
freedoms we take for granted. It is also the story of how one man confronts the traumas
in his past and works out how to resolve them.
This story is about a girl who lost a crucial part of her life at a very early age. The
problems faced by her have made her story worthy of inspiring others. This story is
about the troubling chapters that occur in the journey of life, for reasons that may seem
unknown at that certain point of time. This story is about the power that destiny gives
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her when she needs it the most. This story is about all the endings that created new
beginnings in her life. And most importantly, this story is about YOU. Maybe the short
story in this book doesn’t match your life, but the soul of this story shall be relatable to
every human being in this world and help you improve the way of living your journey.
Could YOU survive a digital detox? Perfect for fans of Lucy Diamond and Sophie Kinsella, It
Started With A Tweet is the hilarious new romantic comedy from the author of The Bucket List
to Mend a Broken Heart. 'Had me smiling from start to finish. It was a joy to read; smart, witty
and completely fresh' Cathy Bramley Daisy Hobson lives her whole life online. But when her
social media obsession causes her to make a catastrophic mistake at work, Daisy finds her life
going into free-fall . . . Her sister Rosie thinks she has the answer to all of Daisy's problems - a
digital detox in a remote cottage in Cumbria. Soon, too, Daisy meets a welcome distraction
there in Jack, the rugged man-next-door. But can Daisy, a London girl, ever really settle into
life in a tiny, isolated village? And, more importantly, can she survive without her phone? See
what people are saying about the queen of romantic comedy, Anna Bell: 'The perfect laugh-outloud love story for the digital generation. I loved it!' Louise Pentland, bestselling author of Wilde
Like Me 'Perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella' Take a Break 'Funny, relatable and fabulously
written' Daily Express 'Romantic and refreshing' Mhairi McFarlane 'A fun, bouncy, brilliant tale'
Heat 'Funny, romantic and uplifting' Cressida McLaughlin, author of The Canal Boat Cafe
The book is not traditional by any means due to the author's ability to display imagines through
spoken word which in-turn captures the reader's and brings them in his poetry through his
eyes. This book will inspire the reader to move closer to following their individual dreams and
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proves it is never too late.
Why don't we feel the moment when we fall in love but always remember when it ends? Akash
is young, single and conservative with a preference for girls with brains than in miniskirts. One
day, he runs into free-spirited Aleesha at a local discotheque. A mass-media student, Aleesha
is a pampered brat, the only child of her parents who dote on her. This brief meeting leads
them to exchange their BlackBerry PINs and they begin chatting regularly. As BlackBerry plays
cupid, they fall in love. When they hit a rough patch in their life, Aditya, Akash's close pal,
guides them through it. But just when they are about to take their relationship to the next level,
a sudden misfortune strikes. Can Aditya bring Akash's derailed life back on track? It Started
with a Friend Request is a true story which will make you believe in love like never before.
In almost 40 per cent of households in North America, dogs are kept as companion animals.
Dogs may be man's best friends, but what are humans to dogs? If these animals' loyalty and
unconditional love have won our hearts, why do we so often view closely related wild canids,
such as foxes, wolves, and coyotes, as pests, predatory killers, and demons? Re-examining
the complexity and contradictions of human attitudes towards these animals, Dog's Best
Friend? looks at how our relationships with canids have shaped and also been transformed by
different political and economic contexts. Journeying from ancient Greek and Roman societies
to Japan's Edo period to eighteenth-century England, essays explore how dogs are welcomed
as family, consumed in Asian food markets, and used in Western laboratories. Contributors
provide glimpses of the lives of street dogs and humans in Bali, India, Taiwan, and Turkey and
illuminate historical and current interactions in Western societies. The book delves into the
fantasies and fears that play out in stereotypes of coyotes and wolves, while also
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acknowledging that events such as the Wolf Howl in Canada's Algonquin Park indicate the
emergence of new popular perspectives on canids. Questioning where canids belong, how
they should be treated, and what rights they should have, Dog's Best Friend? reconsiders the
concept of justice and whether it can be extended beyond the limit of the human species.
Sixteen-year-old Tatum Elsea is settling in for the worst summer on record. After she’s unfairly
implicated in one of her best friend’s ideas gone awry, Tatum’s stepmother places her under
virtual house arrest. But to Tatum’s surprise, her summer doesn’t turn out to be all bad. And
things really begin to look up when she starts her own graphic design business and meets a
cello-playing client, Seamus. If Tatum is reading his emails right, Seamus is funny, smart, and
talented—and he seems to think the same about her. Too bad he's spending his summer
across the ocean in Ireland…not that Tatum would be allowed to go on a date anyway. But over
the course of the summer, Tatum will learn that sometimes going after what you want means
breaking the rules. In the process, she’ll discover things about her friends, her family, and
herself that she never could have guessed. And when Seamus turns out to be closer than she
thought, she might just get a perfect kiss in the bargain. A modern play on the Cinderella story
arc, Christina June’s It Started with Good-bye will appeal to fans of Sarah Dessen, Stephanie
Perkins, and Jennifer E. Smith.
Moving stories of life in a country enduring an ongoing crisis Seven years after the deadliest
earthquake in the history of the Western Hemisphere struck Haiti, the island nation remains in
crisis, all but ignored by the international community. At the center of this crisis is Lavil—“The
City” in Kreyol, as Port-au-Prince is known to Haitians—the cultural, political, and economic
capital of Haiti and home to over 2.5 million resilient souls. This immersive and engrossing oral
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history collection gives voice to the continuing struggle of Haitian people to live, love and
prosper while trying to rebuild their city and country after disasters both natural and man-made.
AMONG THE NARRATORS: Juslene, who moved to Port-au-Prince as a child for educational
opportunities but was instead forced to work as a restavek—an unpaid servant—and who
maintains unwavering hope despite the loss of her family when the city was destroyed. Johnny
and Denis, a teacher and his younger brother, who spent years hustling for work and looking
out for each other in one of the city’s sprawling post-earthquake tent camps. Lamothe, a wry
and well-read expert on Haiti’s clean water crisis, who is one of the many Port-au-Prince
citizens dedicated to rebuilding his city and nation.
Der neue Liebes-Roman der Bestseller-Autorin Anna Bell. „Auf dich war ich nicht vorbereitet“
ist lustig, romantisch und nicht kitschig. Also genau das Richtige für alle Fans von Mhairi
McFarlane, Petra Hülsmann und Liebes-Komödien im allgemeinen. Haben Sie schon einmal
daran gedacht, auf Handy, Facebook, Instagram und Twitter zu verzichten? Also eine Digital
Detox, eine digitale Diät, zu machen? Genau dies tut Daisy, die Protagonistin in Anna Bells
neuer romantischer Liebe-Komödie – allerdings gegen ihren Willen. Denn die Londonerin
Daisy liebt nichts so sehr wie ihre Social-Media-Kanäle und ist in jeder freien Sekunde online.
Ihre Facebook-Fassade strahlt in perfektem Glanz. Und auch auf der Arbeit ist sie
ununterbrochen online und für jedermann erreichbar – bis sie erschöpfungsbedingt
zusammenbricht. Daisys Schwester Rosie beschließt, dass es nun endgültig reicht und
verfrachtet Daisy kurzerhand aufs Land. Dort soll sie fernab von WLAN und Handynetz einen
Digital-Entzug machen. Obwohl Daisy anfangs einiges versucht, um online zu gehen, gefällt ihr
das Landleben immer besser. Und als der schweigsame Nachbar Jack beginnt, ihr kurze
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Briefe anstatt Mails zu schreiben, ist das fast schon romantisch ... Die Engländerin Anna Bell
ist verheiratet und Mutter von zwei Kindern. Sie sagt von sich selbst, sie sei eine hoffnungslose
Romantikerin und liebe nichts so sehr wie ein gut gemachtes Happy End. Mittlerweile lebt sie
mit ihrer Familie in Frankreich in einem wildromantischen Haus. In Deutschland sind neben
ihrem Spiegel-Bestseller "Eigentlich bist du gar nicht mein Typ" bereits folgende LiebesRomane erschienen: "Sag einfach nur ja", "Er muss ja nicht alles wissen", "Ich würd's wieder
tun" und "Perfekt ist nur halb so schön".
Packed with 81 remarkable stories, Reflections on Life II: Notes from the Journey will
encourage you to find God's path for your life and follow it. Learn how to trade an ordinary life
for one of extraordinary love and abundance in God, through God, and with God. If you're living
small, this book will inspire you to live big, to reach for everything God wants for your life, and
to do all you do with bravery, integrity, and most of all... love.

Darkness is the friend and enemy of those who hunt by night. Ellie and her
friends have found safety after months of fighting. But the New Zealand Defence
Force needs their help to infiltrate occupied Australian territory. And so the
friends must fight on.
It is well known that body image has been associated to health risks related to
eating habits. However, to what extent do identity categories, everyday social
interaction and common discourses affect our preoccupations and sufferings
related to body image in contemporary society, and our coordinated ways of
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confronting them? In Body Image as an Everyday Problematic, Diaz seeks to
offer a comprehensive perspective on body image as an everyday problematic,
grounded on verbal accounts of biographic experience. The main body of the
book unfolds through five analyses: (1) a framework for how persons are
categorized on the grounds of their beauty, weight, or physical appeal; with
reference to heterosexual and friendship relations; (2) how men position
themselves with respect to culturally provided images of beautiful women in
relation to their heterosexual partners; (3) biographic processes through which
people locate problems with the body, confront them and interpret them after
some time; (4) the role of mothers in providing help across different kinds of
problems; and (5) the experiences and contradictions of caring for relatives or
partners who suffer for their body image. Indeed, these five analytical threads
together compose a structured and rich understanding of the meaningful social
order that lies at the core of our everyday preoccupations with the body.
Challenging conventional psychological theories of body image, this enlightening
volume will appeal to postgraduate students and postdoctoral researchers
interested in fields such as Gender Studies, Clinical Psychology and Sociology.
A WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE WORK OF NON-FICTION A SPECTATOR
BOOK OF THE YEAR 'Meticulous, clinical and sobering, a shockingly important
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and incisive book' David Olusoga Vast and revelatory, Dan Gretton's I You We
Them is an unprecedented study of the perpetrators of crimes against humanity:
the 'desk killers' who ordered and directed some of the worst atrocities of the
modern era. From Albert Speer's complicity in Nazi barbarism to cases of
ecocide and the deaths of activists, Gretton shines a light on the figures 'who, by
giving orders, use paper or a phone or a computer to kill, instead of a gun.' Over
the past twenty years, Gretton has interviewed survivors and perpetrators, and
pored over archives and thousands of pages of testimony. His remarkable insight
into the psychology of the desk killers is deepened by the intimate journey he
travels with his readers.
Indulge with these irresistible and heart-warming winter romances by USA Today
bestselling author Sarah Morgan! Featuring previously published titles The
Italian’s New-Year Marriage Wish and The Doctor’s Engagement. Originally
published in 2007 and 2001. Dr. Avanti claims his bride! As the snow falls gently
on the Cornish streets, Amy Avanti summons up her courage and opens the door
to Penhally Bay Surgery, knowing it will take her back to another life where she
was adoringly in love with her husband—and now she’s back to finally set him
free. But sexy Italian Dr. Marco Avanti simply wants her back by his side, saving
lives by day, making love by night. Marco’s never stopped loving Amy, and he’s
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going to find out what is causing the shadows under his darling wife’s eyes. With
the New Year approaching they are going to make a new beginning—and make
their marriage magical again! His fake fiancée! Holly knew that she was possibly
the only woman in Dr. Mark Logan’s life who had never fallen head over heels in
love with him! They had been best friends since childhood, so when he needed
her to pretend to be his fiancée, she couldn’t refuse… She hoped his gentle,
protective strength would help her to get her life back on track again—but all it
took was one single breath-taking kiss for Holly to discover that being Mark’s
fiancée was altogether a whole new experience…!
Dr Cooper Roberts has a new job and the chance to begin a new life. What's
most definitely not in his plans? Waking up with his new colleague, Melissa Bell…
And having to hold his head up above the dropped jaws of his fellow docs as he
escorts Missy to buy a pregnancy test!
Imaginary friend Budo narrates this heartwarming story of love, loyalty, and the
power of the imagination—the perfect read for anyone who has ever had a friend .
. . real or otherwise Budo is lucky as imaginary friends go. He's been alive for
more than five years, which is positively ancient in the world of imaginary friends.
But Budo feels his age, and thinks constantly of the day when eight-year-old Max
Delaney will stop believing in him. When that happens, Budo will disappear. Max
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is different from other children. Some people say that he has Asperger's
Syndrome, but most just say he's "on the spectrum." None of this matters to
Budo, who loves Max and is charged with protecting him from the class bully,
from awkward situations in the cafeteria, and even in the bathroom stalls. But he
can't protect Max from Mrs. Patterson, the woman who works with Max in the
Learning Center and who believes that she alone is qualified to care for this
young boy. When Mrs. Patterson does the unthinkable and kidnaps Max, it is up
to Budo and a team of imaginary friends to save him—and Budo must ultimately
decide which is more important: Max's happiness or Budo's very existence.
Narrated by Budo, a character with a unique ability to have a foot in many
worlds—imaginary, real, child, and adult— Memoirs of an Imaginary Friend touches
on the truths of life, love, and friendship as it races to a heartwarming . . . and
heartbreaking conclusion.
MORNING STAR. Lost & found dreams. A smashing saga spun upon the twists
of life. A superbly crafted American tale that reveals the downside of fame and
fortune, the clash of good and evil, the blinding magnetic force of power and
greed, and the essence of passion along with its double edged sword. Stretching
across the prairies of Southwestern Illinois, to the boardrooms of St. Louis,
reaching deep into the trust funds of Virginia's old money families, and touching
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the heart of Paris, come, walk in the footsteps of Edward, Jaclyn, Adrianna, and
Matt, and the woman who inspired them all -- Morning Star, the alluring Indian
squaw whose spirit of beauty and strength shines like a beacon of hope to inspire
all those who are searching. This is the ultimate virtual reality experience. Feel
the pain and share in the ecstasy. Lose yourself in the minds and in the lives of
these four characters. Encounter and understand their journeys of personal
growth which enable them to make the choices, partake in the struggles, and
endure the agony necessary to achieve their successes and make their dreams
come true.
I felt I had been placed in the center of something that was alive, pulsating with
life. I knew God had placed me there and that he was in control. As I stood there
sobbing, I felt something the consistency of liquid being poured over my head
again and again. It ran down the entire length of my body. My knees buckled and
I fell to the floor from the weight of it. With each pour I felt a love for my father
that was so big and powerful that I actually felt my body would burst. This was
not a natural love; it was far greater. As this “liquid” was being poured upon me,
I became aware of a powerful presence in the room. Then I heard the Lord say to
me, “I had to anoint you so that you could feel just a little of the love I have for
your father.”
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It Started with a Friend RequestMetro Reads
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Gripping and incredibly comforting' Marian Keyes 'Like a
little blast of sunshine - uplifting, heartwarming and supremely feelgood' Sophie Kinsella Jill's
Mansell's irresistible new book is the perfect escape. A beautiful Cornish setting, a chaotic
family, a woman who's had enough of romance - or has she? The trouble with secrets is that
you can't guess what the consequences will be . . . Lainey has lost everything. Luckily one little
fib (OK, quite a big fib) helps nail her dream job. Soon she's living in a stunning house by the
sea, fending off obsessed fans for a retired - if far-from-retiring - actor and organising his
charming but chaotic family. It's definitely worth the challenge of keeping her secret. At least
Lainey isn't looking for love. It's time for a break from all that. And yet . . . Seth, the actor's
grandson, really is rather attractive. There's growing chemistry and a definite connection
between them. But how would he react if he knew she hadn't been honest with him? Lainey's
not the only one with a secret, though. Seth has one of his own. And everything's about to start
unravelling . . . What readers are saying about Jill Mansell: 'A fantastic read yet again, great
characters, great story and as always a few happy tears' 'Completely absorbing and so
addictive' 'Entertains from start to finish, and it fully deserves a 5-star rating' 'Great characters
and I can't get enough of the "will they, won't they" - "should they, could they"obstacles and
setbacks'
Imagine a school where the leaders in student government, academics, the arts, and sports
brought out the best in themselves and their peers. Impossible?? Maybe not! Tommy Nelson's
new PowerPak series by John C. Maxwell adapts for ages 10 - 14 the leadership techniques
from Maxwell's New York Times bestseller Developing the Leader within You. In the PowerPak
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series, Maxwell gives a simple step-by-step plan for any young person to learn leadership skills
before reaching high school or college. Topics covered include peer relationships, influence,
priorities, integrity, problem solving, and self-discipline.
This book is one mans attempt to make peace with a world that was on the brink of mutually
agreed upon destruction. He chose a bicycle as his medium of expression and named it
Friend. His intent was to go from California and head east until going to The Soviet Union. He
wanted to meet Soviets and show others that they were alright. He made it as far as East
Germany but was not allowed travel any farther east. From there the traveling cyclist heades
for the Mediterranean and the Middle East. And then onward around the world. He ran out of
money after one year of traveling. He traveled across large continents like Australi and China
and circumvented the Philippines, Taiwan, South Korea and Japan. In all he comes away with
a world experience and a new way of looking at the planet.
TWO Delta North Team series with all your favorite characters...a third coming soon! She's
city. The more designer, the better. He's a closed-off soldier in a small northern Canadian
town. The kind, quiet, soldier from the Delta North Special Ops Team has come home…to his
ordinary job as a small-town butcher. Rufus Richardson loves his community, but he’s lonely,
and resigned it’ll always be that way. Then she struts into town. Emily Gates. She’s city.
Flash. Definitely glam, crazily out of place in a rustic country setting. Yet, she livens the blood
in his veins. They’re opposites, in every way. She’s way out of his league, right? He’s got
nothing she wants…right? But when they find themselves thrown together the night before
Christmas Eve, on an infamous northern Candy Cane Run…everything changes. And this
Christmas...it all started with a candy cane. *This book is part of the Delta North NOVELLA
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series. Be sure to check out the Delta North main series, starting with A Real Man: The First
Miracle. *Sign up for Susan's newsletter, on her site, to get release info about the new series,
featuring the newly formed Delta North Security Force! *** THE DELTA NORTH TEAM Small
Town Military Romance Series: Soldiers Coming Home A band of brothers was forged to
provide military support for critical missions, with men from two countries: the U.S. and
Canada, in the spirit of their forerunner, The Devil’s Brigade. With the handle The Delta North
Special Ops Team, these soldiers sweat and worked together, put their lives on the line, and
pulled off critical missions and successes. Now these heroes have come home and are starting
their civilian lives far away from the battlefield, but with the same stalwart and uncompromising
principles they fought under still strong in their hearts. Integrating back into civilian life will not
be easy. Much has changed since they’ve been gone, and sometimes? Not enough has
changed. But they’re back… …and they’re going to make a dent. Read their stories, hold your
breath, cheer for their hard-won successes in life...and in love
Includes a reader-favorite bonus story inside!: Win, lose-- or wed! / by Melissa McClone.
The book, "When Substance Abuse Attacks Your Home," is written with great pain and many
regrets. It shares more than facts and realities about drug addiction. The book also conveys
the hard realities that accompany chemical dependency. These details are not appealing, but
never the less, brutally honest. The book is filled with up-to-date research on this critical
subject. Invaluable information and resources are made easy to retrieve, and practical to use.
Among the many special features of this book, is the clear explanation of why it is so difficult
for a drug addict to break away from his/her bondage. The relational aspect of substance
abuse is uniquely put side by side the union between a husband and wife, "until death do us
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part" This book offers the reader facts easy to comprehend and numerous experimental
insights. Since this book is written from a family's viewpoint into substance abuse, the reader
cannot help~ but feel the pain and see the tears a family lives through when one of their loved
ones is chemical dependent. While the main focus is on the drug addict, another touching and
helpful feature, is the unmasking of the torments of the addict's parents and siblings.
I Am God (and So Are You, My Friend): A Common Man’s Guide to Oneness is a book that
presents itself at an extremely urgent time for our race (the human race). As the walls of
separation, hatred, and divisiveness become more apparent with each passing day, it
becomes obvious that traditional methods for peace have not worked. Oneness is the state of
being completely united with one and all. It is our inherent nature that our society has grown
away from due to many things, but mainly our ego. The only way back to living in peace is
through the unity that oneness represents. This book explains how our society got to this
boiling point of separation through our own collective consciousness (yes, our world is in this
shape from our own doing). And the only way to reverse that current collective consciousness
is through oneness. This book not only proves how we are connected at our very core but it
also gives examples of how understanding oneness changes your life immediately, which in
turn effects our world collectively.

What makes you feel beautiful? Drawing on their professional and personal
experiences, a dozen of remarkable women interrogate the concept of beauty.
Featuring: Mary Beard, Caitlin Moran, Chidera Eggerue, Yrsa Daley-Ward, Rose
McGowan and more. Never before has the idea of womanhood been as broad as it is
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today. Stylist has called upon some of the most prominent women across literature,
politics, academia, media and entertainment to discuss what beauty means to them.
From facial hair to acne, Afro, textured and grey hair to shaved heads, saggy boobs
and cellulite, what happens when women challenge the expectations that society
places on their appearances? Through these unique, unblinking and witty essays from
leading women who have turned their biggest challenges into their greatest assets,
come 11 life-changing stories on why you already are your best self. Learn these
invaluable lessons from Mary Beard, Caitlin Moran, Chidera Eggerue (The Slumflower),
Charli Howard, Stella Creasy MP, Yrsa Daley-Ward, Rose McGowan, Jess Glynne,
Harnaam Kaur, Ava Welsing-Kitcher and Hanna Ibraheem. *With illustrations by
Charlotte Trounce*
Had enough of that bridezilla? Feeling alone in a new city? Dealing with the trauma of
the worst breakup ever—with someone you never even made out with? We've heard the
path to fulfillment has much to do with relationships. But while it's often thought that for
young women, it's all about finding the right man, real women beg to differ: It's
friendships that are at the heart of happiness. Unfortunately, they're also at the heart of
drama, stress, and sometimes not-so-great escapades after that fifth martini. And,
technology, from texting to Facebook, has made all friendships more complicated than
ever. At last comes The Friendship Fix, jam-packed with practical ways to improve your
life by improving your circle. From dealing with friends-with-benefits to coworkers from
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the dark side, from feeling alone to being desperate to defriend a few dozen people,
Andrea Bonior, Ph.D. helps you make the most of your friendships, whether they be
old, new, online, or in person.
Women need other women for more than just superficial friendship. There is a deep
desire for both conversation and connection that resonates in the soul of women. But
with so much impersonal communication over email and cell phones, many women find
themselves lacking the nourishment, encouragement and rejuvenation that face-to-face
unhurried conversations offer. In The Friendship Factor, Brenda Poinsett explores the
needs women have to connect conversationally for life enrichment, stress reduction and
cooperative efforts such as ministries and missions and puts them into bite-size
nuggets that can be shared over lunch by friends.
What is a young Worthington woman to do when the man of her dreams is not who she
thinks he is? This season, all eyes are on the Earl of Worthington’s spirited, beautiful
sister, Lady Louisa Vivers. Many gentlemen are vying for her attention in and around
the ton. Yet, Louisa longs for someone who can take her beyond the ballroom—a man
who is worldly, adventurous, and passionate. She won’t settle for just any suitor. She
wants her true soul mate—and she’ll know him when she sees him. Is Gideon, the Duke
of Rothwell, him? The moment he and Louisa meet, they share a powerful attraction.
Rides at sunrise and waltzes at dusk follow. Finally, Gideon can no longer resist the
urge to embrace her, and Louisa is sure he will ask for her hand. But Gideon believes
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he is in no position to marry. The Rothwell estate has gone bankrupt, a scandal
simmers in its wake, and he has nothing left to offer. Now, he must decide if he will let
pride stand in the way of true love—or if he will risk everything, and let the lady decide
for herself... Praise for The Worthingtons series “A classic Regency romp! Perfect for
fans of Grace Burrowes.” --Caroline Linden, USA Today bestselling author on When a
Marquis Chooses a Bride “Three Weeks to Wed is a delightfully heartwarming escape
into the sparkling world of the Regency. Ella Quinn weaves magic.” --Cathy Maxwell,
New York Times bestselling author
Thanks to an accidental phone swap, two adorable rescue pups, and a coffeehouse
clash, a holiday flirtation goes to the dogs and hilarity ensues, from New York Times
bestselling author Julia London. All Harper Thompson wants for Christmas is the huge
promotion she's worked so hard for—which she should get, as long as her launch of the
hip new coffeehouse, Deja Brew, goes according to plan. Jonah Rogers is trying to
save his family's coffee shop, Lucky Star, from going out of business, which will be
tough with the brand-new Deja Brew opening across the street. When Jonah and
Harper meet for the first time after accidentally swapping phones, their chemistry is as
electric as a strand of Christmas lights. He's a tall, handsome, compassionate hunk of
engineer, and she's an entrepreneur whose zest for life is very sexy. They love all the
same things, like scary movies, greasy food—and most of all, dogs. It's a match made in
heaven...until Jonah finds out that Harper's the one about to put him out of business.
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Only one coffee shop likely can survive, and a competition of one-upmanship ensues in
a battle of the brews. The paws really come out when the local rescue shelter has a
fundraiser where local businesses foster dogs, and patrons vote with their dollars for
their favorite pup. Harper takes in an adorable old bulldog on behalf of Deja Brew, while
Jonah fosters a perky three-legged dachshund for Lucky Star. As the excitement builds
for who will be crowned King Mutt and king of the coffee hill, Harper and Jonah must
decide if their connection was all steam or if they are the perfect blend.
It isn’t puppy love. But when one night leads to babies on the way, is a forever family
far behind? Animal rescue director Rebekah Taylor isn’t a pet person—or the family
type. But now she’s pregnant and a newbie parent to an adventure-loving stray dog
nobody can catch. Kind of like Grant Whitaker, the fancy-free tech consultant who’s not
your typical daddy-to-be. Except this dude’s sticking around. Can Grant persuade
Rebekah to trust in him and the future they’ve started creating together?
Have you recently gone through a breakup? Was it with your best friend? Surviving the
Breakup helps those who have recently broken up with their best friend to come to
terms with their loss. It explains why the breakups occur and how to become best
friends again. Surviving the Breakup helps you to unlock the secrets of staying friends
after a complicated breakup between you and your best friend.
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